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Robert Vendetta – the artist 
Let us introduce Robert Vendetta - the artist, musician, composer  

and oldschool entertainer! 
 

We nicknamed Robert Vendetta the Norwegian mariachi - simply because he's always wanted 
a mariachi suit. You can tell by the way he dresses. Though he’s born and raised in  

Norway he’s not a typical Norwegian guy.  
 

Robert Vendetta loves Mexico!  And all kinds of music. This has made him into a melting pot 
of influences, which all shines through in his music and stage performance! Robert Vendetta 

invented Retropop – or modern old as he sometimes calls it - and carries its flag  
as a producer, songwriter and an artist. 

 
Robert Vendetta calls the stage his second – if not first – home. He’s played for the 

Norwegian royal family several times! His musical heroes are amongst many James Brown,  
Elvis and Dee Snider. They taught him to put on a great show! 

 
Robert Vendetta is also very conscious about his image. He calls it “the personal Robert”  

on steroids. As Robert Vendetta he can live out his dreams of what to wear  
and how to look, talk and move. But it’s still “everyday Robert.” 

 
Robert Vendetta has set out to make great music videos to showcase this – and says he’s 

been lucky to have worked with great teams to make the music videos he envisioned.  
Some of them have been seen by a 100k people on facebook.  

Not bad for an indie artist! 
 

Robert Vendetta’s music has been played on the radio on four different continents. He’s been 
on TV in both Norway and México, and he did it well. His background as an actor and all the 

hours he spent in front of the mirror pretending to be on “The Letterman show” has paid off.  
 

His popularity and fanbase continues to grow, and the fans are very dedicated. Robert 
Vendetta tries to communicate with them as much as he can.  

The fans are very important to him! 


